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Do older drivers modify their driving habits in response to functional impairment? 
Older drivers who avoid challenging driving situations were compared with non-avoiders, 
to determine whether functional limitations were related to avoidance and whether 
avoidance is related to reducing crash risk. Results showed that, on the average, older 
drivers reported avoiding driving at night, on high traffic roads, on high speed roads, and 
in rush hour traffic while not avoiding left turns, driving in the rain, and driving alone. 
Subjects were placed into groups based on their cognitive and visual abilities. It was 
found that older drivers with an impaired UFOV and either 0, 1-2, or 3-4 vision problems 
reported avoiding significantly more than those with unimpaired cognition and vision. The 
number of at-fault crashes incurred in the 5 years prior to 1990 was positively related to 
driving avoidance (those who reported avoidance had a history of more crashes than those 
who did not report avoidance). However, the number of crashes incurred in the 3 years 
subsequent to 1990 was negatively related to avoidance (those who reported avoidance in 
1990 had fewer crashes in future years than those who did not report avoidance). These 
results imply that older drivers modify their driving in response to crash involvement 




People are more active and living longer, healthier lives than they did fifty years 
ago. This extended life span has led to an increase in the number of older drivers. It is 
estimated that by the year 2024 one out of four drivers in the United States will be over 
the age of 65 (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 1988). 
Older adults rely heavily on the automobile for independence, mobility and an 
active lifestyle. In fact, individuals aged 65 years and older use the automobile for 80 
percent of their errands and trips (Kosnick, Winslow, Kline, Rasinski, and Sekuler, 1988). 
However, it has been reported that older adults receive more traffic citations and are 
involved in more crashes and have more deaths per mile driven than any other adult age-
group (Transportation Research Board, 1988). With these findings, more and more 
research should be placed on the impact of aging on driving. 
Driving is a task that requires the driver to pay attention to a wide variety of visual 
information such as traffic signs, pedestrians, street signs, and oncoming traffic. However, 
older drivers who are not capable of dividing their attention and processing this incoming 
visual information may tend to compensate by avoiding driving situations which they feel 
are too dangerous and demanding. For instance, it has been found that older drivers are 
less likely to drive at night or in heavy traffic (Planek, Condon, and Fowler, 1968), to 
make left turns, drive in the rain and fog, drive at sunrise and sunset, drive in heavy traffic, 
and drive alone (Hennessey, 1995). 
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There are probably many different reasons for this driving avoidance in the elderly 
such as prior crashes, medical impairments, visual impairments, cognitive impairments, 
and/or attentional impairments. The reasons may be different for different people, but as a 
group, the elderly tend to limit their driving to those times and places where they feel the 
risk is lower (Planek, Condon, & Fowler, 1968; Janke, 1994; Hennessy, 1995). The 
purpose of this research is to examine avoidance behavior in a group of older drivers for 
whom extensive measures of medical and functional performance are available. Data on a 
number of visual and cognitive functions, along with self-reported medical conditions, and 
crash data will be examined. This paper represents the researcher's efforts to examine 
different aspects of driving avoidance and will be organized around the following 
questions. 
1. Are the types of driving situations which older drivers report avoiding 
consistent with previous findings (e.g.,, driving at night, left hand turns, 
driving alone, etc.)? 
2. Why are these driving situations avoided (impaired vision, impaired 
attention, impaired mental status, previous crash history, or a combination 
of problems)? 
3. Are particular functional problems associated with certain types of 
avoidance ( e.g.,, does someone with a mental status deficiency avoid 
driving alone)? 
4. Do older drivers who fail to exhibit avoidance behavior have 
a higher crash rate? 
Chapter II 
Literature Review 
Research has only recently begun to identify patterns of avoidance behavior in 
older drivers. Recent research suggests that a loss in functional abilities may cause some 
older drivers to modify their driving behavior by avoiding difficult driving situations. The 
research that has focused on avoidance behavior in the older driver is discussed below 
followed by a discussion of situations where avoidance has failed (i.e., crash frequency). 
Most research on aging and driving has emphasized crash frequency or driving 
performance measures and has shown that older drivers as a group have more crashes than 
any other adult age group. Thus crash frequency could be a result of older drivers either 
not avoiding driving situations which are visually and/or cognitively demanding or not 
compensating adequately for declines. There are many kinds of problems that affect the 
older driver and may cause them to modify their driving behavior in order to avoid certain 
demanding driving conditions (e.g., medical problems, visual problems, and/or cognitive 
problems). These will now be considered. 
Medical Impairments 
There are many medical conditions which may affect the performance of older 
drivers (e.g., heart disease, diabetes, arthritis, seizures, etc.). If older adults have one or 
more of these problems, driving avoidance may occur. For example, Waller (1987) 
reported that individuals with heart disease were more likely to stop driving as well as to 
avoid driving alone, at night, in heavy traffic, and in bad weather. The more severe the 
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avoid driving alone, at night, in heavy traffic, and in bad weather. The more severe the 
disease, the more avoidance behavior increased. However, if older drivers with heart 
disease fail to compensate for their impairment, then they may be at a higher risk for crash 
involvement. 
The studies on heart disease and crash risk have revealed mixed results. Some 
studies have reported that drivers known to have heart disease had an increase in crash 
frequency (Naughton, Pepler, & Waller, 1982; Waller, 1967). Other studies, however, 
have not found an increase in crash involvement (Ysander, 1966; Waller, 1981; Waller, 
1987; Potvin, Guibert, Philibert, & Loiselle, 1990). In a review of the studies on heart 
disease and driving, Janke (1994) concluded that the majority of older drivers with heart 
disease are not at a higher crash risk than those without heart disease. Thus, it appears 
that avoidance behavior may have reduced crash risk in the majority of older drivers with 
heart disease. 
Diabetes in older adults may also cause those who drive to compensate by 
avoiding or limiting their driving exposure. However, failure to avoid may put older 
drivers with diabetes at a higher crash risk. Studies on diabetes and crash risk have also 
shown mixed results with some studies showing an increase in crash rate (Ysander, 1966; 
Songer, et al. 1988) and others studies failing to show an increase in crash rate (Waller, 
1973; Eadington & Frier, 1989). In a review of the literature, Janke, Peck, and Dryer 
(1978) and Janke (1994) concluded that the results are mixed, but the evidence showed 
that older drivers with diabetes tend to be in a higher risk group for crash involvement 
than those without diabetes. A possible explanation is that diabetic drivers are susceptible 
to an insulin reaction or to hypoglycemia (Waller, 1973; Janke, 1994). 
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A problem that arises with research on medical conditions and crash frequency is 
that only one medical condition has been examined at a time. Crash involvement may not 
be caused by the presence or absence of one disease but by a combination of diseases and 
their effect on functional status (Retchin, Cox, Fox, & Irwin, 1988). The same could be 
true with avoidance behavior. It may not be one condition but a combination of 
conditions that lead to avoidance. Thus, overall functional impairment, rather than a 
specific disease may be a better predictor of avoidance behavior, or crash frequency in 
older drivers. 
Cognitive Impairments 
Cognitive functions are essential components for effective driving because driving 
is a technique or skill which requires the driver to continuously respond to information 
from the environment. If an individual loses this ability to comprehend this incoming 
information, he/she may either compensate by avoiding demanding situations or have an 
increased risk of crash involvement. 
One reason for a general decline in cognitive skills is dementia. One type of 
dementia is Alzheimer's disease (AD), which is a progressive, degenerative brain disorder 
that leads to intellectual impairments. It can lead to a variety of abnormalities in cognitive 
functioning and behavior. Often in its early stages, AD may be difficult to distinguish from 
the normal aging process. However, as the disease progresses into its moderate and 
severe stages, the individual finds it difficult to perform eveiyday activities and tasks. 
Alzheimer's Disease is a relatively prevalent condition, with somewhere between 1.5 and 
2.5 million persons in United States with this diagnosis (Dept. of Health and Human 
Services, 1984). 
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One daily function that can be affected by AD in its fairly early stages is driving 
(Parasuraman & Nestor, 1991). The extent to which AD affects one's driving ability 
depends greatly on the stage of the disease. In the early stages relatively few cognitive 
functions may be impaired. However, even in its mild stages, dementia can affect driving 
performance by impairing one's perception, attention, and decision making processes 
which are important functions for safe driving performance (Messinger,1993). Dubinsky, 
Williamson, Gray, and Glatt (1993) found in a survey study of Alzheimer's patients that 
they avoided rush hour traffic and highway traffic, and that they drove slower and fewer 
miles. However, if older drivers with AD fail to exhibit avoidance behavior in order to 
compensate for their impairment, it may put them at a higher crash risk. 
Waller (1967) conducted a study using state recorded crashes in which older 
drivers with dementia were compared to both young and older control subjects. Results 
showed that older adults with dementia had twice as many crashes as the normal drivers of 
either age group. A number of more recent studies have also suggested that dementing 
disease in the elderly, specifically AD, is associated with driving difficulty. However, 
these studies did have some limitations that should be taken into consideration such as 
using small samples, lack of appropriately defined controls, use of self-reported crashes 
and analyses based upon group performance rather than individual performance (Lucas-
Blaustein, Filipp, Dungan, & Tune, 1988; Friedland, Koss, Kumar, Metzler, & Haxby, 
1988; Coyne, Feins, Powell, & Joslin, 1990; Kaszniak, Nussbaum, & Allender, 1990). 
Another measure of dementia is one's mental status. Owsley et al. (1991) found a 
significant relationship between crashes and older drivers' mental status. Subject's mental 
status was assessed by the Mattis Organic Mental Status Syndrome Examination 
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(MOMSSE). The MOMSSE was specifically designed to assess cognitive status in older 
adults. Results showed a significant correlation between mental status and crashes. It was 
also found that individuals who had poor mental status had 3.5 times more crashes than 
individuals with good mental status. 
In general, research suggests that older drivers with dementia are at increased risk 
for crashes and that these drivers may continue to drive for an extended period of time. 
Although they continue to drive, there is evidence that they may modify their driving 
behavior in order to avoid some cognitively demanding situations. As mentioned above, 
Dubinsky, et al. (1993) found in a survey study of Alzheimer's patients that they avoided 
rush hour traffic and highway traffic, and they drove slower and fewer miles. Even so, 
these older drivers still reported having twice as many crashes than before the onset of 
their disease, thus suggesting that either these driving modifications were not adequate to 
compensate for the deficits or self reports in this population are not valid measures of their 
actual driving habits. 
Parasuraman and Nestor (1991) also found that drivers with AD had problems 
shifting attention and also had problems with their selective attention. These attentional 
functions have often been cited as important for effective driving. It is obvious that a 
driver can only attend to a very small percentage of the many stimuli around him/her at 
any given time. When driving, some of these objects are easily noticed while other 
inconspicuous objects may require considerable time and effort to locate and focus 
attention. In order to better evaluate divided and selective attention skills, Visual 
Resources, Inc. developed the Visual Attention Analyzer which measures one's "useful 
field of view" (UFOV). The UFOV provides a measure of the total visual field area in 
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which useful information can be quickly extracted (without head or eye movement) from a 
visual display (Sanders, 1970; Ball, Owsley, & Beard, 1990). 
Since the UFOV measures one's ability to process information, to divide one's 
attention, and to select relevant information while ignoring irrelevant information, one 
would expect that older drivers with an impaired UFOV would be at a disadvantage when 
driving and may compensate by avoiding demanding driving situations. Hennessy (1995) 
administered a driving habits survey to measure avoidance behavior. The questions were 
on a four point scale consisting of: never, sometimes, often, or always. He reported a 
significant correlation between total UFOV loss and avoidance of driving at night, in the 
rain or fog, during sunrise or sunset, left turns, heavy traffic, and driving alone. Even 
though these relationships were significant, the overall level of avoidance was low, ranging 
between never avoiding and sometimes avoiding 
Since driving is a highly visual task which involves concentration and attention, a 
large UFOV should result in better driving performance. Shinar (1993) reported that 
driver's inattention and deficiencies in information processing are major factors in crash 
frequency. So, it would seem that an individual with a reduced UFOV would be placed at 
a disadvantage and thus should be at a higher risk of crashes. In fact, Ball et al. (1993) 
found that older drivers who had an impaired UFOV had approximately six times more 
crashes than those who had an unimpaired UFOV. 
Attentional skills seem to be an important factor when driving. Shifting attention 
from one potentially important visual event to another is a skill that seems crucial for safe 
driving. As can be seen from above, older drivers with impaired cognition were at a 
higher risk of crashing than those with an unimpaired cognition. One possible explanation 
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for this increased crash frequency is the lack of avoidance behavior. As mentioned earlier, 
older drivers with impaired cognition modify their driving behavior to some extent. 
However, driving avoidance may not be adequate enough to override the increased crash 
risk due to the impairments themselves. 
Visual Impairments 
One final area which has been studied with respect to older drivers and driving is 
that of visual impairments. Driving is a highly visual task and as one ages he or she 
becomes more susceptible to eye diseases and deterioration of visual skills. This 
deterioration of eye health in the elderly has long been thought to be a primary cause of 
their increased driving difficulty. There are several visual functions which have been 
deemed crucial for safe driving, and if older drivers have a deficiency in one or more of 
these areas, they may compensate by modifying their driving behavior. 
One visual ability that has been extensively evaluated relative to driving difficulty, 
and which may cause older drivers to avoid certain situations is visual acuity. Static visual 
acuity is the ability to distinguish fine details. Static visual acuity seems to remain 
relatively constant throughout life and starts to decline at about age 50, with a 
progressively faster decline as one ages (Burg, 1966). Dynamic visual acuity is the ability 
to distinguish details of a moving target. Seeing details in a moving object has face 
validity with respect to safe driving. Dynamic visual acuity requires the ability to resolve 
the details of a moving object which would be more relevant to driving. In contrast, the 
stimuli used to measure static acuity are small, high contrast, and of low complexity. Both 
static and dynamic visual acuity (DVA) have been found to decline with age (Burg, 1967, 
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1968, 1971; Shinar, 1977), with some suggesting that there is a larger age-related decline 
in DVA than static visual acuity. 
Another area thought to be relevant to driving is that of visual field sensitivity. 
There are indications that visual field size as well as sensitivity decreases with age. To 
measure one's visual field, the individual looks either with one eye or both eyes into a 
hemisphere, focusing on a fixation point. Then they must press a button when they detect 
a light in the periphery. Studies using kinetic perimetry have indicated that the borders, or 
isotopers, of the visual field are constricted in older adults (Wolf, 1967; Burg, 1968; 
Williams, 1983). The results of more recent studies have revealed that older adults 
exhibit a generalized loss in sensitivity throughout the central 30 degrees of the field with 
some suggesting a slightly greater sensitivity reduction in more peripheral areas (Jaffe, 
Alvarado, & Juster, 1986; Johnson, Adams, & Lewis, 1989). With respect to avoidance 
behavior, it has been found that one's visual field is significantly related to driving at night, 
in the rain or fog, at sunrise or sunset, and making left turns (Hennessy, 1995). Although 
these relationships were significant, the correlations were low. 
Contrast sensitivity also tends to decrease with age. Contrast sensitivity or acuity 
for low contrast targets is important for driving because individuals must be able to 
discriminate large targets against their low contrast background. Contrast sensitivity is the 
amount of contrast an individual requires to detect a pattern of a given size. Contrast 
sensitivity tests measure both the response to sharply defined black-on-white targets and 
those with grayer, less distinct edges. Older adults, even those with good eye health, tend 
to exhibit a loss in sensitivity at lower light levels and higher spatial frequencies (Owsley, 
Sekuler, & Siemsen, 1983). Some studies have found that a decrease in one's contrast 
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sensitivity leads to avoidance behavior. Planek et al. (1968) and Schlag (1993) found that 
vision problems generally motivated older drivers to modify their driving behavior. For 
instance, they found that individuals with reduced contrast sensitivity, increased sensitivity 
to glare, and slow recovery from the effects of glare modified their driving behavior as to 
avoid or minimize driving at night and to avoid driving under conditions of reduced 
visibility. Also, Hennessy (1995) found that losses in contrast sensitivity were especially 
associated with avoiding driving at sunrise or sunset. 
Hennessy (1995) found that driving avoidance in the elderly was related to a 
decline in visual abilities and that certain visual losses were associated with different 
patterns of avoidance behavior. In general, older drivers with losses in their visual abilities 
avoided, to some extent, night driving, driving in the rain or fog, driving at sunrise or 
sunset, driving alone, and making left turns. Again, the overall level of avoidance was 
low. 
Avoidance behavior among older drivers can take many forms (avoidance of night 
driving, traffic, highways, etc). These studies suggest that older drivers are aware of their 
impairments and modify their driving behavior accordingly. However, the avoidance 
behaviors that have been demonstrated may not be sufficient to keep the older driver safe. 
Owsley, Ball, Sloane, Roenker, and Bruni (1991) and Ball, Owsley, Sloane, Roenker, and 
Bruni (1993) found that older drivers with visual impairments, cognitive impairments, 
and/or attentional impairments were at a greater risk for crash involvement than those 
without these problems. 
With respect to driving, static visual acuity over the years has consistently been 
found to have weak relationships with crashes (Burg, 1967; Hill & Burg, 1977; Shinar, 
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1977; Owsley et al. 1991; Ball et al. 1993). Good static acuity would probably be most 
beneficial to older drivers when the vehicle is stopped or moving very slowly and of less 
use when traveling at higher speeds. As with studies on static acuity, studies on DVA and 
driving performance in the elderly have found statistically significant correlations between 
DVA and crash frequency, but the correlations have been weak. However, DVA was 
somewhat more strongly related to crash risk than static acuity (Hill & Burg, 1977; 
Shinar, 1977). Earlier research examining visual field sensitivity and crashes has failed to 
find a relationship between them (Burg, 1967, 1968; Allen, 1970; Shinar, 1977; Waller, 
Gilbert & Li, 1980). More recent research has found that older drivers with severe visual 
field sensitivity loss had twice as many crashes than those with normal visual field 
sensitivity (Johnson & Keltner, 1986; Ball et al. 1993). Some studies (Ball & Owsley, 
1991; Owsley et al. 1991; Ball et al. 1993) have found that contrast sensitivity is a slightly 
better predictor of crash rate than acuity, but again the relationship was weak. One 
possible explanation for the weak relationships between vision and crash involvement is 
the extent in which older drivers avoid potentially dangerous driving situations. Although 
there has been little research on avoidance behavior, there is evidence of older drivers 
compensating for visual impairments by modifying their driving behavior. 
In summary, there are many different potential causes of driving difficulty in the 
elderly, and some older drivers may try to limit their driving to those times that places 
where they feel risk is lower. It is suspected that if persons with problems in one or more 
of the areas mentioned above are aware they have a deficit, then they will tend to avoid 
certain driving conditions to compensate. Also, if older drivers have multiple deficits, then 
their avoidance level will be higher than those with one deficit. Last, if older drivers 
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modify their driving behavior to compensate for impairments, then they will be at a lower 
risk of crashing. 
Chapter III 
Materials and Methods 
This project is part of a larger study on older drivers carried out at the University 
of Alabama at Birmingham (see Ball et al., 1993 for details). Only the relevant variables 
pertaining to this study will be discussed. 
Contact letters were sent to 1,342 individuals asking for participation in a study 
concerning how vision problems in older adults affected their visual activities of everyday 
life. A total of 306 individuals responded and were recruited for participation in the study. 
After eliminating individuals with incomplete data, the final sample for this project 
consisted of 263 participants. The mean age of the sample was 71 years (range 56 - 90 
years); 143 were male and 120 were female. 
The protocol consisted of five parts: visual function tests, mental status, UFOV, 
driving habits questionnaire, and eye health. The visual function tests consisted of visual 
acuity, contrast sensitivity, and visual field sensitivity. Visual acuity was measured with 
the Bailey-Lovie chart (Ferris, Kassoff, Bresnick, and Bailey, 1982), and expressed as log 
minimum angle resolvable (logMAR). In this method, 20/20 is equivalent to 0.0 on a scale 
from 0.0 (excellent) to 2.25 (poor) logMAR. Values worse than 20/20 are greater than 
0.0, and values better than 20/20 are less than 0.0. Contrast sensitivity was measured with 
the Pelli-Robson Contrast Sensitivity Chart (Pelli, Robson and Wilkins, 1988), and 
expressed as log contrast sensitivity. Visual field sensitivity was measured with the 
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Humphrey Field Analyzer using the screening program for the central 60 degrees (Haley, 
1987). 
Mental status was assessed by the Mattis Organic Mental Status Syndrome 
Examination (MOMSSE), specifically designed to assess cognitive status in the elderly 
(Mattis, 1976). This test provides a composite score of cognitive function which reflects 
performance in several categories such as abstraction, digit span, verbal and visual 
memory, and block design. 
The size of the UFOV was assessed using the Visual Attention Analyzer, Model 
2000 (Visual Resources, Inc.). This microprocessor-based instrument uses three subtests 
which provide a reliable measure of UFOV size, expressed in terms of the percentage 
reduction (0 - 90%) of a maximum 35 degree radius field (Ball, Roenker & Bruni, 1990). 
Briefly, the test consists of a measure of processing speed, a measure of divided attention, 
and a measure of selective attention. In order to summarize UFOV performance, three 
scale scores are summed to yield a composite score between 0 and 90, which represents 
the total percentage reduction of the UFOV. 
All subjects received a detailed eye health examination by an ophthalmologist. A 
three-point rating scale (Owsley et al., 1991) was used to determine to what extent clinical 
changes in the eye would be expected to cause a functional problem in each of three broad 
categories — central vision, peripheral vision, and ocular media. In addition, each subject 
was assigned to a primary diagnostic category (e.g.,, normal, cataract, macular disease). 
A Driving Habits Questionnaire was administered to each subject. The purpose of 
the questionnaire was to obtain as much information as possible about the subjects' driving 
habits. The first part of the questionnaire assessed driving exposure with questions such 
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as "How many miles per year do you drive?", "How many days per week do you drive?", 
"How many miles per day do you drive?", etc. The second part of the questionnaire 
assessed whether the subject avoided potentially challenging driving situations. There 
were seven avoidance questions: (1) "do you avoid driving at night?," (2) "do you avoid 
high-traffic roads?," (3) "do you avoid rush-hour traffic?," (4) "do you avoid high speed 
interstates/expressways?," (5) "do you avoid driving alone?," (6) "do you avoid left-hand 
turns across oncoming traffic?," and (7) "do you avoid driving in the rain?" Each 
avoidance question had a range of 1 to 5 (1= never, 2 = rarely, 3 = sometimes, 4 = often, 
and 5 = always). The last part of the questionnaire assessed crash history during the 
previous five years. In addition to this "self report" crash information, crash frequency 
during the previous five year period was obtained for each subject from the state computer 
of the Alabama Department of Public Safety (DPS). After all the data were collected, the 
written crash reports for all subjects were obtained from the DPS, which detailed the 
circumstances surrounding each crash. 
Chapter IV 
Results 
The goal of this study was to determine the correlates (e.g., driver characteristics 
such as age, gender, visual deficits, cognitive deficits, etc.) of driving avoidance behaviors 
in older adults. The first step in this procedure was to evaluate the relationships among 
the responses to questions on the Driving Habits Questionnaire dealing with avoidance 
behavior. These questions were (1) "do you avoid driving at night" (Night), (2) "do you 
avoid high-traffic roads" (Traffic), (3) "do you avoid rush-hour traffic" (Rush-hour), (4) 
"do you avoid high speed interstates/expressways" (High Speed), (5) "do you avoid 
driving alone" (Alone), (6) "do you avoid left-hand turns across oncoming traffic" (Left-
turns), (7) "do you avoid driving in the rain" (Rain). These seven questions were also 
combined to form an overall Avoidance composite, which was the mean of the seven 
questions. A reliability test was computed on the Avoidance composite and showed a 
Cronbach's alpha of .65 and a standardized alpha of .65. Each avoidance question had a 
range of 1 to 5 (1= never, 2 = rarely, 3 = sometimes, 4 = often, and 5 = always) with a 
score of >3 operationally defining the cut point for avoidance behavior. That is, 
individuals were categorized as avoiding a driving situation if they reported that they 
sometimes, often or always avoided that situation. An "Exposure" composite was also 
obtained from two questions from the Driving Habits Questionnaire ("How many miles 
per year do you drive" with a range of 1 (< 5000 miles) to 7 (> 25,000 miles), and "How 
many days per week do you normally drive" with a range of 1 (one day) to 7 (seven days). 
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The Exposure composite was the mean of the two questions and had a range of 1 (least 
exposed) to 7 (most exposed). A reliability test was computed on the Exposure 
composite. Analysis showed that the Exposure composite had a Cronbach's alpha of .68 
and a standardized alpha of .71 which reveals a moderate reliability, especially since there 
are only two items in the composite. 
By examining the mean scores of the seven avoidance measures, it can be 
determined to what degree individuals report avoidance behavior. As Table 1 shows, 
individuals report avoiding driving at night, on high traffic roads, in rush-hour traffic, and 
on high speed roads to a greater extent than they do driving in the rain, driving alone, and 
making left-turns across oncoming traffic. On the average, everyone reports avoiding 
night, rush-hour and traffic at or close to the "often" cut point. There are many 
possibilities why individuals may avoid these situations to a higher extent. For example, 
when driving at night, visibility is low and there is the potential for glare. Almost 
everyone, no matter what age, tries to avoid rush-hour traffic because it is an 
inconvenience and also very time consuming. As far as driving in the rain, driving alone 
and making left turns, most participants reported they rarely avoided these situations. 
Table 1. Mean Scores for the 7 Avoidance Measures 
Night Traffic Rush-hour High Speed Rain Alone Left-turns 
4.08 3.00 3.80 3.57 2.38 2.17 2.22 
The next step in the analysis was to determine whether reported avoidance 
behaviors were related to any functional limitations. One of the primary questions of 
interest was how operator characteristics related to reported avoidance. Therefore, a 
Table 2. Correlation Matrix With Avoidance Measures and Functional Abilities 










10. Mental Status 
11. Acuity 
12. Contrast Sensitivity 
13. Central 
14. Peripheral 
15. Eye Health 
.0063 .0195 .1681** 
.5215** .5564** 
.4983** 
.1456* -.0350 .0240 -,1794**.1033 -.1040 .1485* -,1844**.1017 .0870 .1231* 
.2493** .1214* .1683** -,3516**.3164** ,2066**.3875** -,4140**.3278** .3264** .3501** 
.2268** .0812 .0618 -,2978**.2654** .0708 .2429** -.2894**.3414** .2832** .2104** 
.2410** .1341* .0582 -,2954**.2249** ,1562**.2605** -,3100**.2733** .2811** .2541** 
.3728**.2154** -,3393**.3225** ,2554**.2603** -,3183**.3638** .3425** .3330** 
.3250**-.2092**. 1457* .2071**.1029 -.1171 .1824** .1581** .1469* 
-.0242 .1371* .0871 .1431* -.1546**.1737** .1375* .0590 
-.3378** -.2506**-.3498** ,3363**-.2655**-.2689**-.4015** 
.4786**.3942** -,4619**.4451** .4613** .3870** 
.1687** -.2043**.2287** .3174** .2358** 




* P < - 0 5 , * * p < . 0 1 
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correlation matrix (see Table 2) among the seven measures of avoidance (Night, Traffic, 
Rush-hour, High Speed, Rain, Alone, and Left-turns), the exposure composite and seven 
driver characteristics (UFOV, Mental Status, Acuity, Contrast Sensitivity, Peripheral 
vision, Central vision, and Eye health) was computed. As shown in Table 2, all driver 
characteristics were significantly related to reported avoidance. Due to these significant 
relationships, subjects were grouped into categories based on their visual and cognitive 
abilities for further analysis. 
Due to redundancy among the visual function measures, the quality of vision was 
assessed using four measures: Contrast Sensitivity, Humphrey Peripheral 30 degrees, 
Humphrey Central 30 degrees and Eye Health. Individuals were placed in either an 
unimpaired or impaired group for each visual measure. The criteria used to determine the 
cut points for these visual measures are the same as used by Owsley, Ball, and Keeton 
(1994) and define the visual limits needed to perform everyday visual activities under 
normal viewing conditions (see Table 3). Acuity was dropped as a measure due to the 
small number of individuals with impairments. 
The quality of cognition was assessed using two cognitive measures: mental status 
and UFOV. Individuals were placed in either an unimpaired or impaired group for each 
cognitive measure. The criteria (see Table 3) for entering the impaired mental status 
group consisted of a MOMSSE score of > 9 (the cut point for dementia), and the criteria 
for entering the impaired UFOV group consisted of a UFOV score of > 40, which Ball et 
al. (1993) found to be the point in which older drivers are at higher risk of having a crash. 
The next step in the analysis was to examine the effects of cognition on the seven 
avoidance measures in order to determine if cognitive impairment increased the likelihood 
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Table 3. Criteria used to Determine Cut Points for Visual and Cognitive Abilities 
Functional Variable Unimpaired Impaired 
Contrast Sensitivity >1.35 dB < 1.35 dB 
Humphrey Peripheral 30 <15 dB > 15 dB 
Humphrey Central 30 <10 dB > 10 dB 
Eye Health <1 > 1 
Acuity < .48 LogMAR > .48 LogMAR 
Mental Status < 9 > 9 
UFOV < 40% reduction > 40% reduction 
of reported avoidance. The two cognitive measures were examined individually to 
determine if the reported avoidance behavior was a reaction to the loss of one cognitive 
ability or a combination of cognitive abilities. Since multiple ANOVAs were performed, a 
conservative alpha level of .01 was adopted for significance in order to control for Type I 
errors. Analysis revealed that those individuals with impaired mental status reported 
avoiding driving in the rain F(l,263) = 18.71; p<.001 significantly more than those with an 
unimpaired mental status. Analysis on the UFOV measure revealed that older drivers with 
an impaired UFOV reported avoiding Traffic F(l,261) = 13.49; p<001, Rush-hour 
F(l,261) = 12.08; p<001, High SpeedF(l,261) = 7.10; p<.01, RainF(l,261) = 41.60; 
p<001, and Left Turns F(l,261) = 7.83; p<.01 significantly more than those with an 
unimpaired UFOV. The only situations that were not significantly different were driving 
at night F(l,261) = 2.16; p>.05 and driving alone F(l,261) = 6.24; p<02. Since under-
reporting of driving avoidance in an impaired mental status group has been documented 
previously (Dubinsky et al. 1993), impaired cognitive ability was defined by the UFOV 
measure alone in further analysis on the avoidance measures in order to avoid this 
potential limitation. 
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Subjects were then placed in one of six groups based on their functional ability 
(vision & UFOV). The criteria for the six functional groups are presented in Table 4 
which classifies individuals as having unimpaired (< 40) or impaired (> 40) UFOV and the 
number of vision problems (0, 1-2, or 3-4 problems). 
Table 4 places individuals into one of six groups based on their cognitive and 
visual abilities. In order to determine whether reported avoidance increased when either 
visual or cognitive abilities decline, group 1, older drivers with unimpaired cognition and 
vision, was used as the reference group for comparisons. Each group was compared to 
the reference group in order to determine if impairments in older drivers' visual functions, 
cognitive functions, or both their visual and cognitive functions resulted in increased 
avoidance behavior. Since Group 3 (unimpaired UFOV with 3-4 vision problems) 
contained only one person, it was dropped from any further analysis. Previous results 
have shown that individuals with very poor vision typically fail the UFOV examination 
(Owsley et al. 1995) and thus these results are not surprising. 
Table 4. Criteria used to Determine the 6 Functional Groups Based on UFOV Score and 
Number of Vision Problems. 
Group 1 N= =62 Unimpaired UFOV (< 40) and 0 vision problems 
Group 2 N= =57 Unimpaired UFOV (< 40) and 1-2 vision problems 
Group 3 N= =1 Unimpaired UFOV (< 40) and 3-4 vision problems 
Group 4 N= -38 Impaired UFOV (> 40) and 0 vision problems 
Group 5 N= =67 Impaired UFOV (> 40) and 1-2 vision problems 
Group 6 N= =38 Impaired UFOV (> 40) and 3-4 vision problems 
A Profile analysis was computed on the remaining five functional groups to 
determine whether the pattern of reported avoidance behavior changed as a function of 
functional ability. In each analysis, the profile of Group 1 (older drivers with good 
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functional ability) was compared with the profile of another of the four groups (older 
drivers with one or more functional problems). The profile analysis provided a test of the 
main effect (e.g., whether or not the level of avoidance was different, on the average, for 
the two groups) as well as a test for an interaction (e.g., whether or not the pattern of 
avoidance is the same for the two groups or they differ on one or more specific driving 
situations). Table 5 shows the mean and standard deviation avoidance scores for the five 
groups. 
Table 5. Mean Avoidance Scores Based on Functional Ability. 
+/- UFOV +UFOV +UFOV -UFOV -UFOV -UFOV 
Vision Prob. 0 Vision 1-2 Vision 0 Vision 1-2 Vision 3-4 Vision 
N=62 N=57 N=38 N=67 N=38 
Night 3.9839 4.0175 4.0263 4.1194 4.2895 
SD (.5579) (.5822) (.6773) (.8794) (.8671) 
Traffic 2.4839 2.9825 2.6842 3.3284* 3.5263* 
SD (.9834) (8962) (1.142) (.9437) (1.084) 
Rush-hour 3.5323 3.6842 3.7368 3.8806 4.3684* 
SD (.8438) (8272) (1.005) (.8261) (.5891) 
High Speed 3.2742 3.5263 3.4737 3.7313 3.8684 
SD (8132) (8260) (.9223) (.8631) (.9911) 
Rain 1.5484 2.3158* 2.6053* 2.6418* 3.1579* 
SD ( 7613) (1.121) (1.054) (1.111) (1.151) 
Alone 1.7258 2.2456 2.0526 2.3433 2.6316* 
SD (1.148) (1.272) (1.089) (1.213) (1.261) 
Left-turns 1.8548 2.1404 2.2368 2.3433 2.7105* 
SD (1.038) (1.342) (1.195) (1.262) (1.354) 
Note. (+) unimpaired UFOV, (-) impaired UFOV, and (*) significantly different from reference group. 
SD = Standard Deviation. 
The first profile analysis compared the reported avoidance behavior of older 
drivers with an unimpaired UFOV and no vision problems to those with an unimpaired 
UFOV and 1-2 vision problems. Results showed a significant main effect of groups, 
F(l,117) = 15.20; p<01 and an interaction F(6,112) = 3.35; p<01 between the reported 
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avoidance pattern for these two groups. Specifically, the impaired vision group reported 
higher overall avoidance than the baseline group, and while the two groups reported 
similar levels of avoidance for six of the driving situations, post hoc analysis (Tukeys, 
a=.05) showed that the impaired group reported significantly more avoidance of driving in 
the rain than the unimpaired group. 
The second profile analysis compared the reported avoidance behavior of older 
drivers with an unimpaired UFOV and no vision problems (baseline group) to those with 
an impaired UFOV and no vision problems. Results again showed a significant main effect 
of groups F(l,98) = 10.83; p<.01 and an interaction F(6,93) = 4.47; p<.01 between the 
reported avoidance pattern for these two groups. The pattern of results for these groups 
was identical to the pattern of the first two groups. 
The third profile analysis compared the reported avoidance behavior of the baseline 
group to those with an impaired UFOV and 1-2 vision problems. Again, results showed a 
significant main effect of groups F(l,127) = 43.33; p<.01 and an interaction F(6,122) = 
4.72; p< 01 between the reported avoidance pattern for these two groups. Specifically, 
individuals with an impaired UFOV and 1-2 vision problems reported higher overall 
avoidance than the baseline group, and while the two groups responded similarly on four 
of the driving situations, post hoc analysis (Tukeys, a=. 05) showed the impaired group 
reported significantly more avoidance of driving in the rain and on high traffic roads than 
the unimpaired group. 
The last profile analysis compared the reported avoidance behavior of the baseline 
group to those with an impaired UFOV and 3-4 vision problems. Results between these 
groups also showed a significant main effect of groups F(l,98) = 75.38; p<.01 and an 
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interaction F(6,93) = 6.27; p<.01 between the reported avoidance pattern. Specifically, 
individuals with an impaired UFOV and 3-4 vision problems reported higher overall 
avoidance than the baseline group. Post hoc analysis (Tukeys, a=.05) showed that these 
two groups only responded similarly on two of the seven driving situations. The impaired 
group reported significantly more avoidance of driving in the rain, of high traffic roads, of 
rush hour traffic, of driving alone, and of making left turns across oncoming traffic than 
the unimpaired group. These results suggest that as visual and/or cognitive impairment 
increases, older drivers report increasing amounts of avoidance of more driving situations. 
In summary, the profile analysis revealed that there was a significant difference in 
the level of reported avoidance between the reference group and each of the other groups. 
Also, the profile showed an interaction between each pairing, specifically, the two groups 
pattern of avoidance differed on one or more of the driving situations. Results showed 
that older drivers, with visual and/or cognitive impairment, reported avoiding driving at 
night significantly more than those with no impairment. Also, as visual and cognitive 
abilities decline, older drivers reported avoiding more situations. 
As shown above, as functional abilities decrease there is an increase in reported 
avoidance behavior. What other factors may also increase avoidance behavior? Other 
possibilities include eye disease, gender, age, or accident frequency, all of which are 
discussed below. 
All subjects received a detailed eye health examination by an ophthalmologist and 
were assigned to a primary diagnostic group (e.g.,, normal, cataract, macular disease). 
Due to the low number of subjects in some groups only three groups will be discussed. 
The three groups were subjects diagnosed as having no disease (N=126), cataracts (N=85) 
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or macular degeneration (N=19). In order to determine whether reported avoidance 
increased with the occurrence of an eye disease, the no disease group was used as the 
reference group for comparisons. The cataract group and the macular degeneration group 
were compared to the baseline group in order to determine whether or not eye disease in 
older drivers increased reported avoidance behavior. 
Table 6. Mean Avoidance Scores Based on Eye Disease. 
No Disease Cataract Macular Degeneration 
N=126 N=85 N=19 
Night 4.0079 4.1176 4.2632 
SD (.5865) (.8509) (.8719) 
Traffic 2.6825 3.2353 3.6316 
SD (1.009) (.9716) (.9551) 
Rush-hour 3.6270 3.9059 4.2105 
SD (.8830) (8813) (. 7873) 
High Speed 3.4127 3.6706 4.0526 
SD (.8126) (.9435) ( 7050) 
Rain 2.0476 2.7176* 2.4737 
SD (1.019) (1.181) (1.307) 
Alone 1.9524 2.4235 2.6316 
SD (1.158) (1.257) (1.257) 
Left-turns 2.1032 2.2353 2.6842 
SD (1.192) (1.260) (1.565) 
Note. (*) significantly different from reference group and SD = Standard Deviation. 
The first profile analysis compared the reported avoidance behavior of older 
drivers with no eye disease to those with cataracts (see Table 6). Results showed a 
significant main effect of groups F(l,209) = 21.35; p<.01 and an interaction F(6,204) = 
3.25; p< 01 between the reported avoidance pattern for these two groups. Specifically, 
the cataract group reported higher overall avoidance than the baseline group, and a 
Tukeys test (.05) showed that while the two groups reported similar levels of avoidance 
for six of the driving situations, the cataract group reported significantly more avoidance 
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of driving in the rain than the no disease group. A second profile analysis was computed 
on the macular degeneration group and the no disease group. Results showed a significant 
main effect of group F(l,143) = 19.12; p<.01 but no interaction F(6,138) = 1.01; p>.05 
between the reported avoidance pattern for these two groups. Results showed that older 
drivers with macular degeneration reported higher overall avoidance the baseline group, 
and that the two groups reported the same pattern of avoidance across all seven of the 
driving situations. 
A profile analysis was also computed on gender to determine if the pattern of 
reported avoidance was different between males (N=143) and females (N=120). Results 
showed a significant main effect of gender, F(l,161) = 4.01; p<.05 but no interaction 
F(6,256) = .968; p>.05 between the reported avoidance pattern for these two groups. 
Specifically, females reported higher overall avoidance than males, and the two groups 
reported similar patterns of avoidance across the driving situations (see Table 7). 
Table 7. Mean Avoidance Scores Based on Gender and Age. 
Males Females Age <70 Age >70 
N=143 N=120 N=136 N=127 
Night 4.0839 4.0750 3.9559 4.2126 
SD (.6765) (. 7796) (.6652) ( 7625) 
Traffic 2.9301 3.0750 2.7132 3.2992 
SD (1.039) (1.070) (1.025) (1.002) 
Rush-hour 3.7692 3.8500 3.5662 4.0630 
SD (.8450) (.8855) (.9084) ( 7319) 
High Speed 3.5175 3.6250 3.3309 3.8189 
SD (.8790) (.9081) (.8782) (8397) 
Rain 2.2378 2.5417 2.0809 2.6929 
SD (1.138) (1.166) (1.096) (1.144) 
Alone 2.0280 2.3417 2.0147 2.3386 
SD (1.181) (1.267) (1.167) (1.274) 
Left-turns 2.1818 2.2583 2.1324 2.3071 
SD (1.182) (1.226) (1.228) (1.282) 
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When comparing reported avoidance as a function of age, subjects were divided 
into two groups: those 70 years of age (N=136) and those >70 years of age (N=127). 
This age break was determined by the frequency distribution which showed that 70 years 
of age divided into two equal age groups. A profile analysis was computed and results 
showed a significant main effect of age F(l,263) = 38.25; p< 01 but no interaction 
F(6,256) = 1.87; p>.05 between the reported avoidance pattern for these two age groups. 
The profile showed that older driver aged 70 years and greater reported higher overall 
avoidance than those under the age of 70 (see Table 7). Also, the profile showed that the 
two age groups reported a similar pattern of avoidance across the seven driving situations. 
Older drivers may avoid challenging driving situations for a number of reasons. As 
shown above, older drivers report avoiding certain driving situations when they are 
affected by visual and/or cognitive problems, eye disease, and older age. Do those older 
drivers affected by medical problems also report avoiding certain driving situations? 
Subjects self-reported whether or not they had or did not have several medical 
impairments (heart disease, hypertension, arthritis, multiple sclerosis, depression, cancer, 
stroke, Parkinson's disease, and dizzy spells). Again, since multiple oneway ANOVAs 
were performed, a conservative alpha level of .01 was adopted for significance in order to 
control for Type I errors. Analyses revealed that older drivers who reported having 
hypertension reported avoiding rush-hour traffic significantly more than those without 
hypertension, F( 1,263) = 7.17; p< 01, and older drivers who reported having arthritis 
reported avoiding driving in the rain significantly more than those without arthritis, 
F(l,263) = 9.70; p<01. (The reason for these two differences are unknown). Older 
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drivers who reported having any of the other medical impairments did not report avoiding 
significantly more F (1,263) < 5.84; p>.01 than those without the impairment. 
One other reason that may influence whether or not older drivers avoid certain 
situations is the number of prior crashes. Research has shown that visual and cognitive 
functions are related to crash frequency with cognitive functions being more highly 
related. Therefore it is possible that older drivers with a history of crashes avoid more 
subsequent to these incidents than those with no crashes. 
Crash frequency within the previous five years was significantly related to driving 
in the rain (r=.17 p<.01) and making left turns across oncoming traffic (r=22, p<.01). 
One would expect that as older drivers exhibit avoidance behavior, they would have fewer 
crashes, but with retrospective crash data this may not be the case. A better way to 
examine whether avoidance behavior actually decreases crash risk is to look at crash 
frequency prospectively. Comparing prospective crashes with reported avoidance showed 
that older drivers who reported avoidance had fewer retrospective crashes. 
Table 8 shows both the retrospective (5 years) and the prospective (3 years) 
crashes for those subjects who reported avoidance behavior and those who did not. Table 
8 is divided into five sections corresponding to the five functional groups discussed earlier 
(A = unimpaired UFOV and no vision problems, B = unimpaired UFOV and 1-2 vision 
problems, C = impaired UFOV and no vision problems, D = impaired UFOV and 1-2 
vision problems, and E = impaired UFOV and 3-4 vision problems). For the analyses of 
crash frequency and reported avoidance behavior, the overall avoidance measure was used 
to assign individuals as either avoiders or nonavoiders. As mentioned earlier, the cut point 
for avoidance behavior is a score of <3 (not avoid) and >3 (avoid). By calculating the 
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relative risk of having a crash, it can be determined if crash risk declines for those older 
drivers who modify their driving behavior by avoiding challenging driving situations. The 
relative risk is the proportion of older drivers that reported avoiding and have had a crash, 
divided by the proportion of older driver that did not report avoiding and have had a 
crash. 
As earlier, the group with an unimpaired UFOV and no vision problems was used 
as the reference group. Older drivers who reported avoidance behavior had a relative risk 
of .70 for crashing in the 5 years prior to testing (retrospective). For the three years after 
testing (prospective), the relative risk of having a crash for those who reported avoiding 
was 2.43. The large relative risk of 2.43 for future crashes is not representative of the 
sample since it is the result of only one person crashing. 
Group B (unimpaired UFOV and 1-2 vision problems) had a retrospective crash 
risk of .96 and a prospective crash risk of 0. As in group A, the relative risk of 
prospective crashes is the result of a low number of crashes. 
Groups C, D, and E all show similar results with the relative risk of crashing 
declining from .81 to .30 in group C, 1.03 to .31 in group D, and .94 to .51 in group E. 
Even though functional impairment is increasing, those who report avoidance behavior are 
reducing their risk of crash involvement. 
In summary, while these relationships between retrospective and prospective crash 
risk are weak, there is some indication that avoidance behavior decreased the likelihood of 
having a crash. In fact, those who reported avoidance behavior cut their risk of having a 
future crash by at least a third. 
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Table 8. Relative Risk of Crash Involvement. 
A. Retrospective Prospective 
Crashes Crashes 
1 + 0 1 + 0 
Avoid 4 14 Avoid 1 17 
Not Avoid 14 30 Not Avoid 1 43 
Relative Risk 0.70 Relative Risk 2.43 
B. Retrospective Prospective 
Crashes Crashes 
1 + 0 1 + 0 
Avoid 8 23 Avoid 0 31 
Not Avoid 7 19 Not Avoid 1 25 
Relative Risk 0.96 Relative Risk 0 
C. Retrospective Prospective 
Crashes Crashes 
1 + 0 1 + 0 
Avoid 14 7 Avoid 3 18 
Not Avoid 14 3 Not Avoid 8 9 
Relative Risk 0.81 Relative Risk 0.30 
D. Retrospective Prospective 
Crashes Crashes 
1 + 0 1 + 0 
Avoid 32 8 Avoid 5 35 
Not Avoid 21 6 Not Avoid 11 16 
Relative Risk 1.03 Relative Risk 0.31 
E. Retrospective Prospective 
Crashes Crashes 
1 + 0 1 + 0 
Avoid 25 8 Avoid 10 23 
Not Avoid 4 1 Not Avoid 3 2 
Relative Risk 0.94 Relative Risk 0.51 
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As demonstrated thus far, there are many reasons why people exhibit avoidance 
behavior, and the level of avoidance increases as functional ability decreases. The last 
section consists of how functional ability may affect exposure. Exposure was a composite 
derived from the Driving Habits Questionnaire which consisted of the days per week 
driven and miles per year driven. As can be seen in Table 2, exposure is significantly 
related to all the functionally abilities and therefore will be examined in greater detail. 
As shown earlier in Table 4, individuals were placed in one of six groups based on 
their functional abilities (vision & UFOV). These same groups were used in order to 
determine whether reported exposure decreased when visual and/or cognitive abilities 
declined. Each group was compared to the other groups in order to determine if 
impairments in older drivers' visual functions, cognitive functions, or both their visual and 
cognitive functions resulted in decreased exposure. 
Table 9. Mean Exposure Scores Based on Functional Ability. 
+/- UFOV +UFOV +UFOV -UFOV -UFOV -UFOV 
Vision Prob. 0 Vision 1-2 Vision 0 Vision 1-2 Vision 3-4 Vision 
N=62 N=57 N=38 N=67 N=38 
Exposure 4.9677 4.6316 4.4737* 3.9701* 3.5132* 
SD (.9995) (1.167) (1.246) (1.384) (1.473) 
Note. (+) unimpaired UFOV, (-) impaired UFOV, (*) significantly different from reference group, and 
SD = Standard Deviations. 
A oneway ANOVA was performed comparing the five groups as a function of 
exposure. The results are shown in Table 9. The oneway ANOVA showed a significant 
difference between the five groups, F(5,257) = 8.38; p<001. Post hoc analysis (Tukeys, 
a=.05) showed that older drivers who had an impaired UFOV and either 0, 1-2, or 3-4 
vision problems were significantly less exposed than those individuals with an unimpaired 
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UFOV and unimpaired vision. Post hoc analysis (Tukeys, cc=05) also showed that 
individuals with an impaired UFOV and either 1-2 or 3-4 vision problems were 
significantly less exposed than those with an unimpaired UFOV with 1-2 vision problems. 
Results revealed that individuals who were both visually and cognitively impaired were 
significantly less exposed than those who were not functionally impaired. These results 
suggest that when visual and cognitive problems co-occur, individuals demonstrate the 
same pattern of driving exposure as for driving avoidance in that older drivers with both 
visual and cognitive problems are significantly less exposed than those with unimpaired 
vision and cognition. Also, an important point to remember is that since those older 
drivers with visual and cognitive impairments are less exposed, it reduces the ability to 
predict crashes. 
As shown above, individuals experiencing functional impairments drive fewer days 
per week and fewer miles per year than those with no functional impairments. The same 
pattern of exposure was also found with individuals with eye disease. Oneway ANOVAs 
revealed that older drivers with cataracts F(l,209) = 17.48; p<001 or macular 
degeneration F(l,143) = 12.15; p<001 were significantly less exposed than those with no 
eye disease. 
Lastly, when comparing the pattern of exposure across age and gender, 
individuals demonstrate the same pattern as for driving avoidance in that the oldest drivers 
(age >70, Mean = 4.00) were significantly less exposed F(l,261) = 18.58; p<001 than 
younger drivers (age <70, Mean = 4.69) and females (Mean = 4.01) were significantly less 
exposed F(l,261) = 16.14; p<001 than males (Mean = 4.65). 
Chapter V 
Conclusions 
Given that research has only recently begun to identify driving avoidance behavior 
in the older driver, there is not a particular procedure or model to follow. Past research 
has focused on functional impairment and crash frequency with very little data available on 
avoidance behavior. The present research examined how operator characteristics related 
to reported avoidance behavior and was focused around four questions which are 
discussed below. 
1. What kind of driving situations do older drivers avoid? 
It appears that older drivers tend to avoid driving at night, rush hour traffic and 
high speed roads. They also tend to avoid high traffic roads but to a lesser extent than the 
situations just mentioned. They are less likely to avoid driving in the rain and cognitively 
demanding situations such as driving alone and making left turns. Why would older 
drivers avoid high traffic situations and night more than they would situations such as 
driving alone and making left turns? One possible reason is that driving alone and making 
left turns may not be a problem for most older driver. Those who will not drive alone or 
make left turns are probably at the most functionally impaired level. In contrast, almost 
everyone wants to stay out of heavy traffic, if possible. Poor visibility situations, such as 
driving at night, could be avoided for a number of reasons. Older drivers may consider 
night driving too dangerous and drive only when necessary. Older drivers have more 
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discretion in the times they choose to drive and therefore some types of avoidance may 
represent a convenience issue. 
2. Why are these driving situations avoided? 
The present research suggests that older drivers with impaired eye health, with 
deficits in their visual sensory abilities, and/or deficits in their cognitive abilities modify 
their driving behavior by avoiding more than those without impaired visual and/or 
cognitive abilities. However, when examining medical impairments in the older driver, it 
was found that older drivers with medical impairments did not report avoiding these 
driving situations significantly more than those without medical problems. The only 
exception being older drivers who reported having hypertension reported avoiding rush-
hour traffic significantly more than those without hypertension, and older drivers who 
reported having arthritis reported avoiding driving in the rain significantly more than those 
without arthritis. Apparently, older drivers do not view medical problems as debilitating 
enough to affect their driving performance. One reason for this could be that a diagnosis 
per se encompasses a broad range of functional impairments, and therefore the functional 
impairments are better indicators of everyday abilities. 
There may be many reasons why older drivers report avoidance behavior. The 
present research suggests that older drivers with visual and/or cognitive deficits report 
more avoidance than those with no deficits. However, those with no visual and cognitive 
impairments still reported avoidance of driving at night, in rush hour traffic, and on high 
speed roads. This suggests that older drivers have insight into their problems, thus leading 
them to self regulate their driving behavior. It could be that older drivers with impaired 
functional abilities have had difficulties in certain driving situations resulting in near 
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crashes. So, in order to avoid these near crashes in the future, they avoid the driving 
condition altogether. Another possibility is that maybe certain driving conditions put too 
much strain on some older drivers or make them uneasy. In places of high traffic roads, 
the older driver may realize that there is just too much going on at the same time for them 
to react safely. It was also shown that older drivers in the 70+ age group reported 
avoiding significantly more than those under 70 years of age—probably reflecting, in part, 
the increased prevalence of functional problems with age. 
It has been suggested that older drivers with impaired cognition would have less 
insight into their problems than older drivers with impaired vision because cognitive 
impairment can lead to poor memory and attention. On first inspection, it appears that 
older drivers had just as much insight to their cognitive problems as they did with their 
visual problems, which was demonstrated by their reported amount of avoidance. 
However, this may not be the case. Recall that two cognitive measure were used 
to assess cognitive abilities. These two measures were mental status and a measure of 
visual attention, the UFOV. As just mentioned, those older drivers who had impaired 
cognition avoided significantly more than those with unimpaired cognition. However, 
when examining mental status and attention abilities individually, it was found that 
impaired attention skills were the primary component related to reported avoidance. If 
older drivers had impaired mental status, their reported avoidance was not significantly 
higher than those with unimpaired mental status except on driving at night and on high 
speed roads. Thus, those individuals with impaired mental status were not exhibiting 
insight into their problems. However, those with impaired attention reported avoiding 
significantly more than those with unimpaired attention on all seven driving situations. 
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These results suggest that older drivers with impaired attention abilities have more insight 
into their problems than those with impaired mental status. 
There is some evidence, however, that older drivers may perceive an attentional 
impairment as a visual problem in which objects and events occur too quickly, or are not 
noticed until too late. Thus, while they may not realize that they have an attentional 
problem, they may have some insight into a problem which affects their driving habits. 
Lastly, avoidance behavior may be due to crash frequency. Results showed that 
those older drivers who had crashes in the previous five years were significantly related to 
driving in the rain and making left turns. So, crash frequency could cause older drivers to 
exhibit avoidance behavior. 
3. Are particular functional problems associated with certain types of avoidance? 
Results showed if older drivers were affected by an eye disease such as cataracts, 
they reported higher overall avoidance than those with no eye disease and reported 
avoiding driving in the rain and at night significantly more. If affected by macular 
degeneration, older drivers reported higher overall avoidance than the no eye disease 
group. Thus, it appears that older drivers with impaired vision avoid situations where 
visibility is reduced and their impairment could cause a potential problem. 
Results showed that those older drivers with impaired attentional skills reported 
avoiding all seven of the avoidance measures significantly more than those with 
unimpaired attentional skills; whereas, if individuals had an impaired mental status, they 
only reported avoiding driving at night and on high speed roads significantly more than the 
unimpaired group. A difference between the impaired vision and cognition groups is that 
when older drivers have impaired cognition, they report avoiding situations that are both 
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cognitively and visually demanding. The impaired vision group reported avoiding 
situations that were mainly visually demanding. 
4. Do older drivers who fail to exhibit avoidance behavior have a higher crash rate? 
The results showed that older drivers with more prior crashes reported more 
avoidance behavior than those with no prior crashes. This pattern was also shown in their 
level of exposure. Older drivers with more crashes limited their driving exposure more 
than those with no prior crashes. Those older drivers who reported avoidance behavior 
had more crashes in the five years retrospective to testing and fewer crashes in the three 
years prospective to testing. As shown by calculating the relative risk of having a crash, 
the relative risk decreased retrospectively to prospectively. This decrease is small, but in 
the correct direction. However, these results suggest that even though older drivers self 
regulate their driving behavior , that also is not working well enough to eliminate or 
reduce crash rate to the point of making the roads safer. As reported earlier, by the year 
2024, one out of every four drivers will be aged 65 or older. With older drivers as a 
group at a higher risk of crashing, even with self-regulation, they may not be able to 
compensate for reductions in functional abilities. Current research is focusing on 
interventions to prevent decline in the functional skills needed for safe driving. 
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